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Sticks and stones can break your bones but words can never hurt you. However, a world so
obtained and absorbed by propaganda can make one look back at a time when life was led on
the realization of one’s actual experiences and not imaginably thought out.
The many ways of how one grows up would also depend on the atmospheres and the guides
towards an influential inspiration from one’s choices but may become opposed by inexperienced
decisions of a majority by forcing nonsense to become understandable enough just to get along
with people even if they have already despised you from just your very presence.
New York City in the 1970s and ’80s was a variation of cultures amongst one another that led to
an open-mindedness out of “a respect” and getting to understand what it signified. When you
“Lied”. It meant making up a story because of simply wanting to get noticed by having “no
shame” and just to become the center of attention that was derived most likely from a complex
of wanting to be accepted. As all children during adolescence are queuing up for an identity that
places them in a blank position in a society that spontaneously leads them to clues of
“self-worth” towards who and what they just might want to be. So as a new yorker, born and
bred from the ’70s, ’80s, and ’90s, hearing the disrespectful lies and hate here in America had
me taking it personally.
Growing up in a city filled with 8 million stories made me recognize I was directly part of the
most diversified space on this planet. a world that had yet to exist in the other states and
countries that still had neons to go into the flexibility of immigration. ethnicities and cultural
diversity such as New york city had already initiated from its very beginnings and were the
closest thing to the future.
A city that was a collective of information with the likes from the first stage shows to broadcasts
and elevators to escalators, along with a more robotic technological convenient store like coin
vending machines to walkman’s and video games, with the biggest mass transit system in the
country. barraged with advertisements that were all interactive and nonetheless a reality into a
hopeful future based on a safe and sufficient need by becoming more caring and understanding
of the impact of sustainable humanity with integrity and not fixated on emulating themselves
from society.
Just three decades later and we are thrown into a new world that has become based on a
superficial society entertained and obsessed with ignoring actual progress if it isn’t qualified or
supported from a political side that's coined “the new world” decision-makers.

liberal politics wrestling with the dissent of modern-day technology that is so advanced in
research sources that keep up-to-date with information by having the most reliable independent
journalists with on-site facts and statistics that equal to nothing, disproving it by being immorally
dishonest whether you disagree with the scenario or not.
Social Justice is nothing less of extreme radicalism sprinkled heavily with super-artificial
made-up counter-culture thinking that having a systematic education gives you the right to flaunt
a demeaning mentality in the face of anyone who lacks that system or mentality. all deliberately
set up from the guise of a politically forced narrative from the very same governed system and
living less abundantly than the non-indoctrinated educated.
Today, our informative guides are pushed through mainstream media manipulation and have
become a strong-arm hold of fabricated lies, where facts that disagree with an agenda are
recognized as a danger to society and are seen as a weapon of mass destruction from ‘the new
world's theory not based on actual statistics.
Disagreements today are disregarded by a superficial society of “Imagineers” that reflect their
resources on a one-sided story while bantering and holding rallies just to ignite hate on the
indifferences of others to eventually canceling out one another. Millennials have experienced so
much void in family values that if this counter-culture were a family, it would be labeled “most
dysfunctional due to its lack of compassion by actions and protection of such abnormal
considerations for nonsense”.
Society has come to where reaching for a camera just to capture anything for web page
subscribers and “likes”, are more important than actually trying to help out the situation or
reason the scenario and by just acknowledging that someone is being victimized, now is a
monetary gain and self-promotion for recognition and has become game, rather than the
thought that someone might require a hand that may change the circumstances and just by the
appearance of a caring bystander alone can sometimes help a victim.
Catastrophe and violent chaos from protesting against hate are of superficial reasoning and
ideology that becomes the narrative of its movement, but without the support and being
peaceful would only consider the action a good try from a small group, however not being a
righteous move to create word of an actual movement itself but a forced agenda can only be
supporting socialism and inequality. From creating “online anonymous accounts” just to target
and abuse individuals that differ from the narrative. Even unions have pushed and shoved their
oppositions by doxing and gaslighting. showing up at private banquets to family gatherings just
to embarrass and shame an individual, business, or practice, all for the glory that ranges from
anti-social boredom to elitist livelihood all based on hate, jealousy, greed, power, and control,
deliberately creating smear campaigns just to eliminate the success of opposing views and
negotiations as the power source because their narrative couldn’t get what they demanded.

From the very second America had elected a new president after Obama, rallies of bigotry and
parades that chanted “sexist”, “racist, inequality and “fascist” that mirrored nothing but the far
past became the epitome a “the new revolution” of choosing a specific target from politics that
only ignited more and more hate. with all the media taking notes and riding for that particular
hateful cause.
how convenient to have the elites back you up while fighting their elitist rivalries. creating
imaginable fear from staged events to stirring up mayhem in the minds of innocent nations that
are led into participatory theatrics deemed politics but resulting in gaslighting to mass formation
psychosis and death.
Easily taking advantage of others by wrongly outing someone else’s decisions, opinions,
descriptions, and knowledge of information that doesn’t negotiate the narrative, theory, system,
or process and can refute the benefit of an agenda by simply not ignoring a history that proves
the opposite.
There are no benefits to gaslighting. knowing that you're not good and is nothing less but to
mock and degrade another point of view and its entire significance. to discredit all possibilities
other than the specific narrative goal of a one-sided mentality pushed and forced by factions of
paid crisis actors fooling the participants. those who use gaslighting oppose actual statistics and
reliable resources that aren’t connected to their side and have a tendency to look down on
disagreements in a flunky way while convincing you that your opinion is of the lesser
intelligence, not valid, and labels anyone else as “uneducated”, “ignorant” or “racist” who should
have never been born and trying their hardest to get you either fired from your job by creating a
conflict of concern with your employer or rally up a mob of concerned tyrants looking to cause
pain and suffering on their target’s family or anyone related.
These days even if an individual is the life of a party but a critical thinker who has a different
perspective, now becomes the outcast and enemy of most who choose not to agree with the
same mind frame or ideology and begin doubting themselves being statistically correct and not
merely imagining the possibilities from a made-up outcome or income.
A circumstance can only exist from what is or was, and not what if, or from what isn’t, because
we only get to comprehend reality based on experiences and reflections while comprehending
with others, and jealousy makes a flying leap from nothing to become substantial when it can’t
get its way. Being self observant signals out a rebellious brain that doesn’t go in contrast with an
agitators beliefs and if an individual isn’t tolerant or compliant with the goal of the agenda they
become the food for evil thought to conquer and destroy all credibility of an individual, group or
establishment and try hard by creating a privatized dystopia that keeps them safe in the
confines of imagination itself. with confused commonality on mass riots based on staged racism
to pandemic fear and unvaccinated hatred. Anything that coincides with the indifferences of
other opinions is now “canceled out” of society publicly left with tarnished reputations that are
molested through defamation and slander with left-leaning liberals being the predator.

The voices projected at rallies are chosen by paid off organizations to bash the criticism of an
individual using radical extreme abuse against anyone who isn’t raging over a similar narrative
and tactics of political standards also by disregarding a spiritual peace and would rather bargain
with burning down cities by initiating racism and toxic masculinity just to push planned
parenthood that profoundly discourages the capabilities of life itself.
Individual confidence and critical thinking are the enemy of a liberated mind that regurgitates a
set of arguments bequeathed to them by someone else and by directly responding with
gaslighting. bringing so much negative attention and public shame where someone can
eventually be led into questioning themselves on behalf of being “foiled”, manipulated then
“doxxed out” entirely where the point of view becomes overseen and mocked and may no
longer have any substantial merit whatsoever to no return. From gossip and whispering that
turns a true story into falsified rumors and twists information that is seen as the only facts and
the individual starts to suffer from delusions of doubt of truth and confidence being labeled
dumb, crazy, stupid, creepy, and ridiculous driven to the point of being convinced losing all
self-esteem to eventually committing suicide, all caused by simply trying to understand
something made-up that had no common sense or wasn’t understandable, to begin with.
Political culture lives on breeding fear ignited by slander while trying to change societies
perspective on reality in a means of its own common grounds as opposed to just being yourself
and learning from your mistakes for who you are and not by making other people comfortable
with their decisions that they're making but simply disagreeing with their objections, marks you
publicly as someone to be hated by others.
In part to these rallies and politicized protests, you have people who feel sincere and empathetic
towards sensitivity and rely on their individualism to show up with people who’ve experienced a
first-hand trauma mentally sharpened and speared into a phobia or fear only to target others
that aren't familiar with the same mind to physical similarities that reflect the same self emotional
results. people who haven’t had rape experiences or weren’t sexually abused in any way
whatsoever are detrimental towards their rationality and more about supporting people or
groups who are just emotionally involved and attach themselves to their feelings or personal
judgments and not actual respecting, considering, or understanding anything aside from their
self pretentious reflections.
The new world feels that they deserve light and that alone is the privilege to be heard only to
liberate their own rights by igniting hostility to overpower what threatens them by utilizing
control. With the mentality to hate men but support child sex trade therapy by allowing men in
girls’ bathrooms. Objectors are no longer welcome and detested at the hands of corporal
enterprise endorsements that create staged events just to antagonize while demoralizing crimes
that are being set up just to sidetrack us intentionally so we don't see what is clear while trying
to divide everyone by rearranging the truth.
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